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Technological barriers to the elevated future of mobility: Can urban transportation be lifted off the ground?

Companies are developing aircraft capable of carrying passengers and cargo
in urban environments. So what’s keeping them grounded? Several key
technological barriers need to be overcome before air taxis take to the skies.
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FIGURE 1

How on-demand personal mobility is progressing—and where it needs to go
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Note: Desired stage is an indicator of developers’ aspirations to demonstrate a technically feasible proof-of-concept eVTOL
solution. It does not imply readiness for deployment to the market.
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

stubbornly high, delaying plans to make eVTOL
aircraft economically viable.11 Hybrid-electric
propulsion technology—hybridization of electric and internal combustion engines—may offer
an interim solution.12

and collision avoidance systems.7 Moreover, the
vehicle itself represents only one part of the overall
technological challenge: Outside, robust air traffic
management is a key challenge—how these vehicles
operate in the airspace along with existing commercial and civilian aircraft, helicopters, and commercial

2. Robust situational awareness systems.
For both efficiency and safety, autonomous
eVTOLs should be able to perceive surroundings,
navigate using pre-existing maps, and track
objects—both static and mobile. This requires
advanced capabilities in cognitive systems and
AI, such as deep learning neural networks able
to identify objects such as buildings, power lines,
and telephone towers and chart an optimal flight
path while airborne. Advanced AI capabilities
can also help eVTOLs identify riders and—even
more important—designated landing sites.
Advanced sensing capabilities are required to
empower eVTOLs to autonomously operate in
safe and reliable ways. Specifically, for effective tracking capabilities, aircraft would need
micro and millimeter wave in radar sensors and

and recreational drones.8 Therefore, technology
affects all three pillars of the elevated future of
mobility: creators, operators, and regulators. Our
research suggests that the aviation industry faces
five major technological barriers to lifting people
and products above city streets (figure 2).
1. Efficient energy management. Though
recent advancements in eVTOL propulsion
technology are trending more toward fully
electric concepts,9 battery power and life are
constraining design: The energy that today’s
batteries generate is simply inadequate for longrange commutes,10 with charge rates too slow to
support high-frequency ridesharing operations.
Moreover, the cost per kilowatt-hour has stayed
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FIGURE 2

What eVTOL operations need to do to carry people and products within cities
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4. Robust communication and air traffic
management system. Seamless inter-aircraft
communication demands effective integration of
the existing airspace management systems with
unmanned aircraft system traffic management,
allowing operators to interact with multiple
vehicles flying simultaneously.14 According to
our study Managing the evolving skies, while
air navigation service providers have long been
the primary source of oversight for safe and
secure airplane travel, achieving a scaled commercial deployment of VTOLs requires a traffic
management system to oversee airspace design,
dynamic geofencing, guidance for severe weather
and wind avoidance, congestion management,
route planning and re-routing, sequencing
and spacing, and contingency management.15
Furthermore, advanced communication technologies such as 5G connectivity that target high
data rate, higher system capacity, and massive

advanced technologies such as LiDAR (light detection and ranging), time-of-flight sensors, and
ultrasonic sensors.
3. Advanced detection and collision avoidance system. The established infrastructure
for aircraft to communicate is expanding, with
systems such as ADS–B (automatic dependent
surveillance–broadcast) that show other aircraft currently aloft.13 But to make on-the-fly
decisions and ensure passenger and cargo
safety, autonomous eVTOL aircraft would need
to be able to see even farther ahead. Enhanced
detect-and-avoid technology that uses micro
or millimeter wave technology is needed to (a)
accurately identify and measure objects over
longer distances, especially in difficult terrain
and unsafe operating environments and (b)
assist in real-time decision-making to establish
safe navigation during bad weather conditions.
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device connectivity would be essential for seamless communication between multiple eVTOLs
flying in the air.

Bell, a manufacturer of commercial and
military helicopters, is collaborating with
Safran, an aircraft engine company, on the
development of a hybrid-electric propulsion
system for its eVTOL on-demand air mobility
concept. The propulsion solution of this
multi-rotor aircraft can produce more than
600 kW power. “Bell is excited to unveil
the Bell Nexus at CES and to share
this exciting time with our partners,”
announced Scott Drennan, Bell VP of
innovation, at the 2019 Customer Electronic
Show in Las Vegas. “The Bell Nexus delivers
a nexus of transport and technology,
comfort and convenience. We look
forward to continuing the development
of technology with Safran to bring this
nexus to life.”17

5. Noise control acoustics. When envisioning
passengers climbing into an air taxi, few think
of them pulling on helicopter-style earmuffs, but
noise levels in today’s eVTOL aircraft may necessitate such a step—which can’t help but impede
public acceptance.16 Reducing vehicles’ noise
profile is a priority the industry should continue to address now, at the development stage.
eVTOL aircraft manufacturers should work on
the ducted rotors’ acoustics, primarily cutting
the rotor tip speeds to reduce noise levels relative to helicopters.

Surmounting the barriers
How might players in the new mobility eco-

To be able to offer urban on-demand air mobility,

system work to make eVTOL aircraft a reality? By

ecosystem players should develop and work on an

leveraging advances in autonomy, strengthening

integrated framework across manufacturing, op-

collaboration within the entire ecosystem, and in-

erations, and certification by leveraging advances in

vesting in advanced technologies such as machine

technology from on-ground autonomy, expanding

learning, artificial intelligence, and high-perfor-

partnerships that could enable capability growth,

mance computing.

and investing in machine learning capabilities
(figure 3). Aviation companies may be able to adapt

FIGURE 3

A framework to advance technologies involved in eVTOL aircraft
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Source: Deloitte analysis.
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Strengthening

some technologies currently under development for

collaboration

within

the ecosystem to create groundbreaking

on-ground autonomous vehicles.

improvements in technologies. VTOL manu-

Collaborations and partnerships across companies, industries such as automotive and energy, and

facturers committing to all-electric propulsion

even across different areas of technology could be

systems should collaborate with universities, re-

key to realizing eVTOLs’ growth potential. Based on

search laboratories, and leading players in battery

research, we recommend the following strategies to

technology to form partnerships and alliances to

address some of the key technological barriers.

develop high-power and energy-efficient batteries.

Harnessing

electric

propulsion

tech-

Similarly, developing a safe traffic management

nology through alliances and partnerships.

system would require strong collaboration among

Since the future of eVTOL hinges on having an ef-

eVTOL manufacturers, UAS service suppliers, com-

ficient and high-performance propulsion system,

munications providers, and regulating authorities

the ecosystem players should focus on leveraging

to develop pilot programs, regulations, and stan-

distributed electric propulsion (DEP) technology.

dards, and to determine the necessary hardware,

To be commercially successful, eVTOLs would

software, and platforms.20

need batteries that are light, powerful, long-lasting,
cheap, and quick-charging. DEP technology offers

Uber is working with some 70 companies
on eVTOL deployment in its air taxi network,
partnering with aircraft manufacturers and
technology companies, as well as NASA and
FAA for the development of its Uber Elevate
program. “There’s a lot that has to come
together,” CEO Dara Khosrowasahi said at
the 2018 Uber Elevate Summit in Los Angeles.
“We absolutely know that we cannot make
this happen ourselves.”21

potential: It uses several small electric motors
distributed all along the aircraft, dramatically reducing the energy that conventional helicopters use
while supplying sufficient energy to carry people
and higher cargo payloads.18 But achieving this
would likely require the entire industry to work
together, since it involves developing advanced
power sources, a combination of electrical powerproducing devices such as electric generators and
fuel cells as well as energy storage devices such as
batteries and capacitors.
Leveraging investments made in ground

Investing in cognitive automation ca-

autonomy. Industry players can benefit from

pabilities.

strong tailwinds from the investments made in

commuters steering their own airships between

Notwithstanding sci-fi visions of

autonomous cars. On the computing side, semicon-

skyscrapers, the clear trend is toward self-piloting

ductor makers are fashioning powerful chips that

airborne vehicles. Autonomy offers economic ben-

allow manufacturers to perform advanced compu-

efits—for instance, lowering pilot costs and making

tations that weren’t even fathomable a few years ago.

a seat available for passenger use22—as well as

For instance, embracing micro- and millimeter-

potentially easing integration into the broader mo-

wave technology19 in radar sensors promises to

bility ecosystem. But accomplishing full autonomy

advance collision detection and avoidance capabili-

is expected to take time. eVTOL aircraft would likely

ties and presents an opportunity to establish safe

require a pilot in the early stages, and by utilizing

navigation capabilities.

machine learning to capture the pilots’ actions and
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outcomes over thousands of operational hours, full

Established aviation manufacturers, new market

autonomy can be accelerated. Specifically, industry

entrants, and small companies working on inno-

players could leverage machine learning with deep

vative concepts could all contribute to this effort,

learning networks to enable eVTOLs to identify,

aspiring to reach a point where public demonstra-

label, and map objects on their flight routes as well

tion of their aircraft can show that these vehicles

as distinguish between different objects.

can be safe, quiet, and affordable. And from that

If eVTOL aircraft are to become a reality over the

point forward, industry players could work toward

next decade, companies will need to make signifi-

certification to launch vehicles that would be avail-

cant progress to develop the required technologies

able for commercial services.

and earn the confidence of skeptical consumers.
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